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Abstract 
 
We report from a longitudinal study of young children’s understanding of matter and 
its transformations. Interviews have been carried out regularly concerning their 
conceptions of three different natural phenomena. These conceptions have a 
personal framing of experiences or idioms that becomes apparent as a result of the 
longitudinal design. We have also made an early (at the age of 6-7 years) 
introduction of the concept of molecule. Depending on the phenomenon some of the 
children in different ways use the molecule as a tool for understanding, while others 
do not. By focusing on a few examples which we will analyse in detail, we will argue 
that longitudinal studies can give important information about children’s learning that 
other kinds of studies do not. 
 
 
Background 
 
Throughout history man’s struggle to come to grips with matter has been a difficult 
one. In ancient societies some division into different elements and qualitative 
arguments about transformations of matter were common. Not until the end of the 
eighteenth century with an emergent understanding of air as a mixture of different 
gases with different chemical characteristica did this struggle become successful in a 
more permanent way (Butterfield, 1957). For the development of this new 
understanding of matter did the introduction of quantitative measurements and the 
conception of matter as consisting of atoms play an exceedingly vital role. 
 
Today the particle view of matter and the conservation of matter are scientific 
elementa. But for the layman it is often difficult to understand scientific arguments 
involving matter transformations used to discuss controversial issues like waste 
management, the ozone hole or global warming. To him/her it is, as an example, 
often still quite possible to get rid of things by burning them, not being aware of the 
huge amount of gases this will produce. 
 
In schools, educating our future citizens, teachers experience that children encounter 
similar kinds of difficulties as their ancestors did understanding processes involving 
matter transformations. Especially where matter seems to disappear, e.g. in burning 
or appear out of nothing, e.g. in condensation. These difficulties have been well 
documented in the science education research litterature, see for example Driver, 
Guesne, Tiberghien (1985) and Krnel, Watson & Glazar (1998) for reviews.  
 
Often this research describes different categories of conceptions or misconceptions 
that children may exhibit and conclusions about the development of their 
understanding of matter are imposed from these general trends. To understand the 
actual development of the understanding of an individual child is however a more 



complex matter. What shapes it and what kind of things work as scaffolds or 
obstacles. One way to learn more about these things is to study individuals in more 
detail and over longer periods of time. For some time longitudinal studies have also 
been called for in the literature, e.g. Arzi (1988) and White (2000). 
 
 
Aims and Framework 
 
The aim of this paper is to illustrate the benefits of longitudinal studies by studying 
the developing understanding of matter transformations for some individual students. 
We will do this by analysing a few individuals in more detail, and give examples of the 
personal framing this understanding has and how the molecule concept can act as a 
tool for speaking about things that are unvisible, but still play an active role in our 
explanations of different phenomena. In order to study the use of the molecule 
concept in different contexts we give examples from three kinds of situations 
illustrating three different natural phenomena 
– one physical, one chemical, and one biological. 
 
 
Methods and Samples 
 
This paper reports from a longitudinal study we are, together with Gustav Helldén, 
Ann-Charlotte Lindner and Lena Löfgren, conducting at Kristianstad University since 
1997 following about 60 children that were born in 1990 through the compulsory 
school. The study is concerned with matter and its transformations and uses an early 
introduction of the concept of molecule in order to be able to discuss these 
phenomena with the children. To this end we have made minor teaching 
interventions every second year, working in a very concrete way discussing 
properties of matter and transformations of matter in general. The teaching has been 
done in natural study groups of 8 – 10 pupils coming from 7 different classes in 2 
schools. Every year we have conducted interviews: one before and one after each 
teaching session and one with a more metacognitive perspective in the years in 
between. 
 
During these interviews we have focused on three different situations: 
− the appearance of small drops on the cover of a covered glass with water 
− the disappearance of the wax of a burning candle 
− the future of a leaf lying on the ground. 
 
The interviews have been transcribed verbatim and we have started to analyse the 
data in different ways. In this paper we will give examples from the analysis of the 
data from a restricted part of the population.  
 
 
Results 
 
Although children’s responses to our interview questions  can be categorised into 
different conceptions this is not always a straight-forward task. This is partly due to a 
personal setting that becomes apparent when you study the individual answers from 
the different interviews. It seems as if for each individual there are certain key 



experiences that act as references for their meaning-making of a phenomenon or of a 
situation. This becomes evident for example as a tendency to refer to the same type 
of event or to use the same kind of idioms in interview after interview. 
 
At the beginning of the project the children hardly used the concept of molecule at all. 
And when they did it was done in a very concrete way almost always referring to 
something visible, e.g. small droplets. Later on a larger number of children began to 
use molecules in their explanations, but there are striking variations between the 
situations, with the most frequent use in the evaporation case and the least frequent 
use in the withering leaf case. 
 
 
Conclusions 
 
It is noticable how the children rely directly on their experiences while trying to 
explain different phenomena. Throughout the years these experiences are most often 
framed in a personal setting relating directly to a certain phenomenon or a way of 
expressing things. For some pupils a particle model, i.e. molecules, become a 
convenient tool for understanding phenomena with unvisible components, for others 
it does not. In any way there is no evidence in our data that the children use the 
concept of molecules, if they cannot in some way meaningfully relate to it. The kind of 
results reported on in this paper could hardly have been obtained without some kind 
of longitudinal design. 
 
 
Implications 
 
In order to understand meaningful learning we need to know more about how the 
individual cope with his/her experiences. Meaning-making is a ”personal affair”, 
although it is most often inspired or guided by other human beings or by ”shared” 
experiences as those within a class-room. 
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Interviews with Ida: 
 
About the water: 
 
Ida at 6 y 
 
I: What do you think it is, that is sitting here? 
S: Water. 
I: Water, mm, how has it come to be there? 
S: Well, I don’t know. 
 […] 
S: […] maybe it has been eh colder. 
I: Yes, how? What happens when it gets colder? 
S: Then it might come up here … 
 […] 
S: Do you know why I guessed it? ‘Cause when we bathed in luke warm water, and 

then let it be for a while, we took it and poured it upon ourselves, and then it is all 
icy-cold. That was why. 

 
 
Ida at 6y-2 
 
S: That water comes up into the air. […] Water from down there. 
 
 
Ida at 7y 
 
S: Perhaps it‘s molecules.  
I: Molecules? What is that? 
S: It’s small water droplets 
 […] 
S:  […] there are some molecules that come up here. 
I: Where do they come from? 
S: The water. 
I: […] and where do they go? 
S: Up there. 
I: Up there, on the lid? 
S: Mm, but if you don’t have any they will go out into the air. 
I: What is it that we see up there then? 
S: Water droplets. 
I: Water droplets? We don’t see any molecules? (No) No, why not? 
S: It can be … very many. 
 
 
Ida at 8y-2 
 
I: […] what is it that we see there? 
S: Water. […] But, very little water then. 
 […] 
I: How can it be? 



S: Eh, the water down there, it … when it is left alone, then it becomes molecules. 
And since the glass lid is there, it stops it from coming out into the air. So then the 
molecules will fasten on the glass. So in the end we will see them, when there 
have come really many of them. 

 
 
Ida at 9y 
 
I: […] What do you think of this today? 
S: I think it is the same. […] ‘Cause our teacher in second class, she had a glass jar 

with such plastic on, yes, and so she had one without and so, yes. […] And so she 
had water in them. 

I: And so you talked about what happened (Yes) … And you remember that? (Yes) 
And then you talked about molecules? (Yes) … and that they fastened. (Mm) .. 
What if I didn’t have had a glass lid on here? 

S: Then they would have come out into … the air. 
I: Mm, ok. Is it always like that, that there will come water molecules from water? 
S:  […] Perhaps not in the sea, but I don’t know. […] Yes it must … I think. 
I: What did you think of when you said that? 
S:  No, because we have it for home-work. […] Yes we shall tell about the water 

cycle. 
 
 



Ida about the candle. 
 
 
Ida at 6y-2 
 
S: It gets smaller. 
I: […] How can that be? 
S: I don’t know. 
 
 
Ida at 8y-1 
 
I: […] What do you think happens with all this … that is here? […] Because it is not 

left here, is it? 
S: Eh … it becomes stearine, I think.  
I:  Mm, it becomes stearine. 
S: But there is not enough room in there, is there. No there isn’t. 
I: No … but the stearine … 
S: It becomes molecules, doesn’t it. 
I:  It becomes molecules? 
S: Perhaps. 
I: How? 
S: Eh, the stearine becomes molecules, perhaps. 
 […] 
S: It is warm. […] And then it becomes fluid. 
I: […] and the molecules, what did you think about them? 
S: Ehm … I don’t know really, but … 
 […] 
S: … but it cannot be thicker either. No. 
 […] 
I: Mm … ok. You had not thought of this before? 
S: No. 
 
 
Ida at 8y-2 
 
S: Don’t know, but … The warm stearine perhaps will be molecules. Perhaps it will. 
 […] 
S: I don’t know if it is like that, but I cannot think of anything better.  
I: No, I see. So what happens with the molecules then? 
S: Mm … they will probably get up into the air. I think. 
 
 
Ida at 9y 
 
/We listen to the recording of 8y-2/ 
I:  Yes, what do think about this? 
S: No, ehm … perhaps it will become molecules, I don’t know, but … I can’t think of 

anything else that … 
I: Do you remember … how you thought? 



S: Mm … not really. 
I: No … how would you explain it today? 
 […] 
S: Yes, but … warm air rises, so … perhaps it will be the same with that  inside … the 

candle. I don’t know. 
I: Mm … that it rises? 
S: Yes this here then, precisely where it burns. 
 



Ida about the leaf. 
 
 
Ida at 6 y-1 
 
I: […] What do think Ida will happen to leafs that are left for a very long time out on 

the ground like this? 
S: They will get brown. 
I: They will get brown … Mm, something else if they are left even longer … than 

these have been? 
S: Yes, then … they will get even more brown. 
I: Yes … does it happen something else? 
S: Perhaps they … perhaps there will come some worm who will eat them. 
I: Yes perhaps there will. Some worm who eats them. 
S: Yes, eats a little of them. 
 
Here Ida focuses on the colour of the leaves, i.e. they are brown. At 6y-2 she adds 

“that is because they don’t get any nourishment” and that they might blow away. At 
7 y she in stead talks about that they rot away. In the following interviews this 
means that they get brown and crumpled. But at 8 y-2 she associates this term 
with “caterpillars and perhaps … some animal will perhaps eat them up”, but then 
changes her mind and says that they can rot away. But if there is bad weather 
some time they can also blow away. And if the wind is very strong it can make 
holes in them and so they will become tiny little bits that come down into the earth 
and then they will rot away there. 

 
So it seems that Ida imagines that they can rot away if only they are split into small 

bits. Animals can eat on them but this can’t explain why they go away. 
 
At 9 y commenting on 8 y-2 this changes: 
S: They will not get any nourishment anymore […] so they will fall on the ground and 

[…] rot away. 
 […] 
S: But then perhaps there will come other small animals that will live on them and so 

they will have it as their food supply or somehting. 
 […] 
I: I just wonder when you say rot, what do you mean? 
S: No, actually they will perhaps not rot so much, but … it is probably mostly animals 

that … yes. 
 
Still she is uncertain or not confident with the explanations she gives. This becomes 

apparent in the 10 y-1: 
 
I: […] What is earth? 
S: Oh, dear, that I don’t know … perhaps it is eh … I don’t know 
I:  No. … Is it something that … It just is there or…? 
S:  Mm … yes it is there or it is perhaps grass that has rotted away. Ah, I don’t know. 
 […] 
S: But there can be sand in it too. 



Interviews with Lars 
 
 
About the water: 
 
Lars at 6 y-1 
 
S: Either it can be … water … can it be. 
I: It can be water. 
S: Mm, such as if … when for example you go by car, then there will get a lot … and 

it rains and so there will get a lot of water on the screen, and so it looks as if when 
you don’t  run with those. 

I: Mm … wipers? (Mm) What do you think about how this water can have gotten  
there where it is? 

S: Mm … difficult question. 
 […] 
S: […] the plate was cold and the water was warm, a bit warm, and then the warm 

went away up to the cold. 
 
At 6 y-2 he says that it is bubbles of air, and that the water has gone up somehow. 
 
Then at 7 y: 
 
/We listen to the recording of 6 y-2/ 
S: Ok. I know what it is in there. I know what it is. 
 […] 
S: Water molecules. 
 […] 
S: Those up here. 
 […] 
I: […] where do they come from? 
S: From the water 
 […] 
S: ‘Cause when we took snow inside […] it melted. […] and after every day the water 

shrank. The last day it had tatally disappeared. There was only dirt left … after the 
snow. Just like chalk molecules. 

I: In what way, just as chalk … the dirt or what? 
S: Mm. That which sticks to the board. 
 […] 
I: Mm. Last year you said something about that you thought there was air in the 

bubbles. Do you remember how you thought about that? 
S: Mm, no … not. 
I: What do you think … why … where do you think you got that idea from? 
S: I don’t know … Yes, I think I know … so that they would lift and go up, perhaps. 
 
In the interviews 8 y-1 and 8 y-2 he retells the same story  and again refers to when 

they gathered snow and put it in a jar, and that the resulting water then became 
less and less with every day until it disappeared. The teacher had then told them 
that there were molecules in the air all over the class-room. 

 



At 9 y  he also refers to a drama exercise that was part of our teaching-session, when 
they were allowed to act as water molecules. We first forced them into a corner so 
they were stuck just like the molecules in ice. We then loosened our grip a bit like 
in water and they were then allowed to evaporate one by one and move freely 
around in the room. Lars is the only person in the analysed material that mentions 
this exercise. 

 
 



Lars about the candle 
 
Lars at 6 y-1 
 
S: It has burned most since it is the smallest. 
 […] 
S: It is stearin so, you can say that there all the time is such a black, which you can 

say lead down, so that when you light it from up there it will burn until it melts like 
that which has gone down there. 

 […] 
S: […] the fire makes the stearin smaller […] then it burns all the time against the 

candle and then the stearin which melts like that candle there. There will be a lot of 
such, like a small sea there in the beginning. 

 […] 
S: yes … you can say that it looks like water there, so it will soon begin to run in the 

waterfall, you can say. 
 


